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INTRODUCTION

The Coming Mental Range as Unknown Psychic Beacon

These writings exist as a disparate ensemble electrically woven and transmuted by inner fire that broaches sequential pattern. They arc via an unfathomable inner Sun shifted via telepathic grammar onto a plane that gives rise to aural constellations that morph into other planes that reflect human, animal, and divine as other. These are writings that have taken me on a voyage of solemn exploration as if wafting across Einstein-Rosen Bridges into Andrei Linde’s multiverse, as inflationary realia that somehow casts tremor into one’s cells allowing something other than that which consists of an observable solar grammar.

I’ve felt when writing these texts as if I were both looking down and gazing up simultaneously, infused with an insatiable vertigo not unlike strange moons casting occulted rays through heathen binary suns that seem to spin at once in conflicting dimensions at differing levels of speed. The result from this turbulent tidal seismicity is that light emits itself via frictive streaks and angles, through darting shards of voltage.

Thus, this collection is concerned with the mind beyond its current working model attempting to access a mind/body template that Sri
Aurobindo understood to be the “Divine.” The latter, being a primal presence where the mind/body can forge new possibilities other than by super-imposed technocracy.

It is my experience that life evolves and cannot be stilled by the past conveyed as static replica. In this experiential climate the unknown builds upon itself casting itself as unknown beacon far beyond the mirage of our present animals’ neurology. This, for me, is *The Coming Mental Range* where psychic light naturally casts its rays out of ciphers.